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Bump hunt at LHC was successful: we found the Higgs boson.

On the downside: no other sharp resonance ⟹ the zoo of particle  
physics does not want to expand

The need for high precision predictions is higher than ever!

In the absence of sharp peaks we have to rely on precision predictions  
to tell minute differences from our models

Example: Indirect top mass determination using Peskin-Takeuchi  
parameters: mt ∈ [145, 185] GeV.

⟹ Not just the measurement has to be precise but predictions as well  
for both signal and background processes!
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Not just discovery requires precision:

These have to be determined with the greatest 
available accuracy

One such parameter is the strong coupling of QCD

With the exception of lattice results, most results
within their subclass are strongly correlated, however
to an unknown degree, as they largely use similar data
sets and/or theoretical predictions. The large scatter
between many of these measurements, sometimes with
only marginal or no agreement within the given errors,
indicate the presence of additional systematic uncer-
tainties from theory or caused by details of the anal-
yses. Therefor the unweighted average of all selected
results is taken as pre-average value for each subclass,
and the unweighted average of the quoted uncertainties
is assigned to be the respective overall error of this pre-
average.

For the subclasses of hadron collider results and elec-
troweak precision fits, only one result each is available
in full NNLO, so that these measurements alone define
the average value for their subclass. Note that more
measurements of top-quark pair production at LHC are
meanwhile available, indicating that - on average - a
larger value of αs(M2

Z) is likely to emerge in the future;
see also [17] and the presentation of T. Klijnsma at this
conference [18]. The resulting subclass averages are in-
dicated in figure 1, and are summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Pre-average values of subclasses of measurements of
αs(M2

Z).

Subclass αs(M2
Z)

τ-decays 0.1192 ± 0.0018
lattice QCD 0.1188 ± 0.0011
structure functions 0.1156 ± 0.0021
e+e− [jets & shps] 0.1169 ± 0.0034
hadron collider 0.1151 + 0.0028

− 0.0027
ew precision fits 0.1196 ± 0.0030

Assuming that the resulting pre-averages are largely
independent of each other, the final world average
value is determined as the weighted average of the pre-
averaged values. An initial uncertainty of the central
value is calculated treating the uncertainties of all in-
put values as being uncorrelated and of Gaussian nature,
and the overall χ2 to the central value is determined. If
the initial χ2 is smaller than the number of degrees of
freedom, an overall, a-priori unknown correlation co-
efficient is introduced and adjusted such that the total
χ2/d.o.f. equals unity. Applying this procedure to the
values listed in table 1 results in the new world average
of

αs(M2
Z) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011 .

This value is in good agreement with that from

Figure 1: Summary of determinations of αs. The light-shaded bands
and long-dashed vertical lines indicate the pre-average values as ex-
plained in the text and as listed in table 1; the dark-shaded band and
short-dashed line represent the new overall world average of αs.

S. Bethke / Nuclear and Particle Physics Proceedings 282–284 (2017) 149–152150

Bethke

Our models can have several free parameters: masses, couplings, PDFs, 
etc.

Being part of the Standard Model the most precise  
determination of strong coupling is fundamental  
and of paramount importance

⟹multi-fold interest for precision calculations

A question remains: what is actually precision?
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The de jure method for calculations in high energy particle physics  
is perturbation theory:
O[F ] =

⇣
↵S

2⇡

⌘n
A[F ] +

⇣
↵S

2⇡

⌘n+1
B[F ] +

⇣
↵S

2⇡

⌘n+2
C[F ] + · · ·
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Order-by-order the number of  
real and/or virtual emissions 
increase
Extra radiation introduce  
kinematic singularities

Finite

= Finite

Inf.

Inf.

Inf.

Inf. Inf.

+
+

+

= Finite
= Finite
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For IR safe observables only the sum of all contributions is finite 
order-by-order!
The problem is the complexity: phase space integrals can only be  
done numerically!

Two traditional ways exist to deal with the situation:
Slicing:

Subtraction:

Consider a simple example:

I = lim
✏!0

✓Z 1

0

dx

x1�✏
F (x)� 1

x✏
F (0)

◆
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To assess second order corrections in QCD we use the CoLoRFuLNNLO  
scheme (Del Duca, Somogyi & Trócsányi) which is a subtraction scheme
Subtractions are formulated by applying soft and/or collinear factorization  
properties of QCD amplitudes
These are equipped with momentum mappings  from multi-emission  
to Born kinematics and various momentum fractions
Bear in mind that this is a solution to the problem! Other schemes are  
available as well:

•Antenna
•STRIPPER
•Projection to Born
•Jettiness slicing

•…
•Loop-tree duality
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QCD is important for multiple reasons:

QCD processes can be  irreducible backgrounds to several interesting 
processes, like for t t~ H production in the H→ b b~ channel ( t t~ b b~  
production)

LHC is a hadron-hadron machine…we have underlying events, soft 
content, heavy hadronic activity, jets are made of hadrons from partons  
through hadronization

Gauge field of QCD is non-abelian ⟹ calculations are beautifully complex

Computations are worth performing for their sheer beauty

Not to mention that we are in an era where these extremely complex 
computations can be handled both numerically and analytically 
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In certain areas our understanding is limited: like in hadronization
So far non-perturbative corrections cannot be assessed from first  
principles, only phenomenological models exist
A dispersive model exists (Dokshitzer, Marchesini & Webber) 
with a recent facelift with an alternate effective coupling (Catani,  
De Florian & Grazzini)
Model uncertainties of power corrections propagate to final results 
hampering overall uncertainties in precision measurements

Two options remain:

•better understand power corr’s: derivation from first principles

•getting rid of them: choosing observables which are not sensitive  
to them
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Soft drop offers a way to get rid (partially) of power corrections:
1) Perform a jet clustering according to one of the algorithms keeping  
full track of pseudojet mergings

2) Consider the last merging and apply condition of:
min [Ei, Ej ]

Ei + Ej
> zcut (1� cos ✓ij)

�/2
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or

3) If condition fails drop the softer pseudojet and consider the next  
merging in the remaining one, if passes apply condition to both merges
4) Recursively apply the condition until reaching initial tracks

5) In any further analysis only consider those tracks which survive the 
soft-drop condition by keeping intact those pseudojets which they are 
building up
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Soft drop thrust had. corr. by PYTHIA

Figure 3. Soft-drop thrust distribution generated with Pythia for three different values of the angular exponent
�, compared to ungroomed thrust. As � increases we move closer to the ungroomed case, which we recover
for � ! 1. All plots are for zcut = 0.1.

Figure 4. Soft-drop thrust distribution generated with Pythia for three different values of the energy cut zcut,
compared to ungroomed thrust. All plots are for � = 0.

the observable for which hadronisation corrections reach the 10% level is now ⌧ 0SD ' 10�2. This is
behaviour we had hoped to see: soft drop appears to be an efficient way to reduce contamination of
non-perturbative physics even in e+e� collisions at LEP energies.

Thus far we have only considered the pair of values zcut = 0.1 and � = 0, which is the preferred
option for jet studies at the LHC. However, here we are considering a different type of collisions, at
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J. Baron et al, arXiv: 1803.04719

Figure 1. Fixed order thrust calculated from EVENT2 , LO on the left and NLO on the right. The dotted
red lines show the original definition of thrust, while the solid red lines show its new incarnation. The two
definitions coincide for the ungroomed case (solid blue), while for soft-drop thrust the new version ⌧ 0

SD removes
the second transition region.

a region where soft drop is active, while the second one arises because we are concentrating on values
of ⌧ which would have been zero in the absence of soft drop. We note that at asymptotically small
values ⌧SD, the distribution reverts to a double-logarithmic behaviour because the value of ⌧SD is set
by the kinematics of the emission which has been groomed away and it is therefore sensitive to the
soft-collinear region of phase-space. A more detailed analysis of this type of kinematic configurations,
and the resulting O

�
z2
cut

�
transition point, is performed in Appendix A. This effect can be seen in

Fig. 1 for a fixed order computation at LO (on the left) and NLO (on the right) accuracy, i.e. with
one or two emissions off the qq̄ dipole calculated with the program EVENT2 [51, 52]. The ungroomed
thrust distribution is shown in solid blue, while the naive soft-drop thrust in dotted red. The unwanted
double-logarithmic behaviour of the soft-drop distribution is clearly evident.

The resummation of the above type of contributions does not appear to be straightforward. Al-
though these effects are confined to a rather small region of phase-space, where non-perturbative effects
dominate, we find their presence a nuisance and we prefer to get rid of them altogether. Therefore,
we modify the last step of the soft-drop thrust definition as follows:

(c0) the sets of particles left in the two hemispheres after soft drop constitute the soft-drop hemi-
spheres HL

SD and HR

SD, on which the soft-drop thrust T 0

SD is defined as

T 0

SD =

P
i2H

L
SD

| ~nL · ~pi|
P

i2ESD
|~pi|

+

P
i2H

R
SD

| ~nR · ~pi|
P

i2ESD
|~pi|

, (2.6)

where ~nL and ~nR are the jet axes of the left and right hemispheres, respectively. 2 If no soft drop
is applied, T 0

SD reduces to T , as it should. Moreover, T 0

SD is free of the undesired transition point
in the soft-collinear region. Again, in analogy with Eq. (2.4), we also introduce ⌧ 0SD = 1� T 0

SD.
2We thank Gregory Soyez for discussions on this point. Furthermore, we note that this approach shares some

similarities to event shapes defined with respect two broadening axes [53].
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Zoltán’s slide from EPSHEP2019
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For soft-drop observables resummed results can also be obtained
But it is always nice to be able to check the result…
A possible check:
The exponentiated result is expanded and log structure is checked 
with high-precision computations in region where resummation is 
important (very small or very close values to one)

Rule of thumb:
If the resummation is carried out to Nk+1LL we need an NkLO  
computation to check logs
Nowadays it became very common to have k=2 ⟹large demand for  
precise, numerically stable NNLO computations

The computation has to be numerically stable even for values close  
to kinematic limit (where resummation is understood) to really see  
the logs
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Note: in the NNLO computation we have to go very-very close to  
kinematic limit

0.1
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0.4

0.5

⌧ �
d
� d
⌧
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NLO
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p
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G
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G
H

0.0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
⌧

GGGH

0.95
1.0
1.05

S
W

SW

As going closer and closer to the limit 
the kinematic singularities become 
more and more exposed. Computation  
is done with subtractions ⟹ Contributions  
become larger and larger with larger and  
larger subtractions
We have to have the difference calculated  
precisely!

Why should we worry that much?
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Computer Science 101

In modern computers floating point arithmetics is implemented using  
the IEEE754 standard, stored in 1+m+l bits:

⇤|{z}
sign

⇤ . . .⇤| {z }
exponent

⇤⇤ . . .⇤| {z }
fraction
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An n-bit floating point number consists of 1 bit (sign) + m bit (exponent)  
+ l bit (fraction)

Exponent: in terms of powers of two: 

Fraction: in terms of powers of two: 

2
n
22

m�1�1, . . . , 22
m�1

o
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⟹We have a fixed number of digits

⟹Single precision: 8 digits
⟹Double precision: 16 digits
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Computer Science 101

A simple example:

We have to align:
1.254657 · 10�5

+0.0002346 · 10�5

1.257003 · 10�5
<latexit sha1_base64="w78OCYpuPvF1/1nv3QrzUou/0oc=">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</latexit>

1.254657 · 10�5

+2.346789 · 10�9

???
<latexit sha1_base64="MsKxucvepyordy7HBmr6/UV3gQE=">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</latexit>

We lost precision due to difference in magnitude!
The same happens when a subtraction scheme is used: after subtraction  
the resulting difference is orders of magnitude smaller than the original  
contributions!

Alignment forces  
you to loose precision!
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Close to kinematic limit the SME can become enormously large, so 
does the subtraction terms!
⟹Contribution after subtraction can only have a couple of meaningful  
digits!

We can also loose accuracy when the SME is calculated!

⟹ can partially ruin cancellation!
⟹can result in with bins with large content with large uncertainty!

⟹This must be avoided! 

Possible solution: avoid the edges of phase space!
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Possible solution: avoid the edges of phase space!

Two-particle invariants can be limited from below:

min
i,j

pi · pj
p� · p 

> ymin
<latexit sha1_base64="Mx7OZKTyBnLMWzYdSHyR6YUP33k=">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</latexit>

Important Note: ymin should 
be chosen that its variation 
leaves the cross section 
intact!

�
(R

R
)

W
[p
b
]

ymin

W�

Drell-Yan NNLO RR contribution

This gives an optimum in 
meaningfulness and 
numerical stability

ymin cut is usually dubbed 
as technical cut
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Examples:
•EVENT2: CUTOFF
•POWHEG-BOX: par_isrtiny***, par_fsrtiny***

If an NNLO calculation is used to check log structure coming from  
resummation a priori we cannot tell which technical cut value allows  
for a fair comparison!

As an example we can consider the soft-dropped version of the heavy 
hemisphere jet mass

•Your favorite beyond LO code…
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Sticking to β=0, original jet clustering to find hemispheres is according  
to kT algorithm

In both hemispheres Cambridge/Aachen algorithm is run to find  
merging history

min [Ei, Ej ]

Ei + Ej
> zcut

<latexit sha1_base64="sEn+NCKavlICfabnTKAzoP3/vHg=">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</latexit>

Soft drop criterium is applied to pseudojets:

Remaining tracks are used to calculate the hemisphere mass:

⇢ =
max

⇥
m2

R,m
2
L

⇤

E2
J

<latexit sha1_base64="ICYgzb2mm16idNyCXAVWXQJJwqk=">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</latexit>
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The perturbative expansion of soft-dropped heavy hemisphere mass in 
terms of 𝛼S:

�[⇢] = �LO[⇢] + �NLO[⇢] + �NNLO[⇢] + . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="aGHs8qKx9eARK20PT6NSJgdy/zU=">AAACX3icdZBPaxsxEMXlTVqnbptsm1PJRdS0FApm5ZbaOQQMufQQEgfiP2BvXa0s28LSapFmC2bx18t3yDG3HHptz9HaW+iWekDw9H4zjPSiRAoLQXBX8fb2nzytHjyrPX/x8vDIf/W6b3VqGO8xLbUZRtRyKWLeAwGSDxPDqYokH0TL85wPfnBjhY5vYJXwUNF5LGaCUXDWxP8+tmKu6GhsFjrE78/w9v4tGxuFL67WBfhY8i93gjKZarATvx40giAghOBckNaXwInT03aTtDHJkas6Kqo78R/cHEsVj4FJau2IBAmEGTUgmOTr2ji1PKFsSed85GRMFbdhtklijd85Z4pn2rgTA964f09kVFm7UpHrVBQW9l+Wm/9joxRm7TATcZICj9l20SyVGDTOY8VTYTgDuXKCMiPcWzFbUEMZuPBLWyKtl0Aju665aP78H+8W/WaDfGo0rz/XO50ipAN0gt6iD4igFuqgr6iLeoihW/QT/UK/K/de1Tv0/G2rVylmjlGpvDePtj+35w==</latexit>

The NNLO contribution can be further dissected:
�NNLO[⇢] = �VV

NNLO
[⇢] + �RV

NNLO
[⇢] + �RR

NNLO
[⇢]

<latexit sha1_base64="UbnpBE0X2Le5B/oeoh8OKMLjUcw=">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</latexit>

As number of unresolved emissions increase the need for a technical  
cut becomes more and more severe
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VV contribution at different technical cut values
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RV contribution at various technical cut values
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RR contribution at various technical cut values
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The three NNLO contributions obtained at their best ymin values
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The total NNLO contribution to the soft-dropped heavy hemisphere mass
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•Technical cuts are frequently used in beyond LO computations but  
seldomly mentioned

•Any number coming out of a beyond LO computation should treated  
with scrutiny

•Can only be sure of the result if it does not show any dependence on  
the used technical cut

•In case of slicing the situation is more elaborate: not just the slicing  
parameter should be selected to be a small value but the technical  
cut as well ⟹ saturation should be shown on a 2D domain

•It is possible to calculate observables @ NNLO for small values but  
extra work has to be done to be sure about the physicality of  
obtained numbers
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